Abstract: We establish a theorem on bifurcation of limit cycles from a focus boundary equilibrium of an impacting system, which is universally applicable to prove bifurcation of limit cycles from focus boundary equilibria in other types of piecewise-smooth systems, such as Filippov systems and sweeping processes. Specifically, we assume that one of the subsystems of the piecewise-smooth system under consideration admits a focus equilibrium that lie on the switching manifold at the bifurcation value of the parameter. In each of the three cases, we derive a linearized system which is capable to conclude about the occurrence of a finite-time stable limit cycle from the above-mentioned focus equilibrium when the parameter crosses the bifurcation value. Examples illustrate how conditions of our theorems lead to closed-form formulas for the coefficients of the linearized system.
Introduction
Unfolding of a singular equilibrium of a vector field on a boundary of a smooth manifold is a classical problem of the theory of differential equations that goes back to Vishik [22] and Arnold [2] .
In the case where the boundary of a smooth manifold is a switching manifold separating two smooth differential equations, the main breakthrough is due to Filippov [10] , who offered a formula to define the flow of the full (i.e. piecewise smooth) system of differential equations on the switching manifold (called sliding flow). In particular, Filippov observed [10, § 19 ] that a focus equilibrium of a smooth subsystem of a piecewise smooth planar system of differential equations may produce a limit cycle after such an equilibrium collides with the switching manifold under varying parameters. In this way Filippov paved a route to such an analogue of the classical Hopf bifurcation that is capable to provide limit cycles that lack smoothness (with multiple applications to e.g. mechanical systems with dry friction [19] ).
The problem of bifurcation of limit cycles from focus boundary equilibria of Filippov systems has been intensively refined lately, see e.g. Kuznetsov 
where f i , g i and H are smooth functions, admits a focus equilibrium (x ε , y ε ) → (x 0 , y 0 ) as ε → 0 with H(x 0 , y 0 ) = 0, then the available theory (as it appears e.g. in [11] ) provides a change of the variables that brings (1) 
One of the conclusions of Glendenning [11] and Kuznetsov et al [17] relate the property of the form either m > a b or m < a b and 1 ε P a b ε, ε < am + b bm − a ,
to the existence of cycles in the linear part of system (2)- (3) for ε > 0. Here x → P (x, ε) is the Poincaré map of (2) induced by the cross-section y = 0. And the purpose of the second inequality of (4) is to avoid the presence of stationary points of the sliding flow between a b ε and 1 ε P a b ε, ε .
Much less is known in the case where a focus equilibrium collides with the boundary of a completely inelastic unilateral constraint, which formulates as a differential inclusion (see e.g. [16, 9] )
where N C (x, y) is Clarke's normal cone to C at (x, y), and is known as sweeping process. Sweeping processes is a standard tool to describe the evolution of elastoplastic systems [4] , that currently gain attention also in the context of crown motion modeling [6] . Here the very concept of a stationary point of a sliding flow has been defined just recently (in slightly different terminology) and no any results about bifurcations from boundary equilibria are currently available, that was the main motivation of our work.
In this paper we offer a unified theorem on bifurcation of limit cycles from a boundary equilibrium of a hybrid system
which is capable to predict the occurrence of limit cycles in Filippov systems and sweeping processes alike. Compared to the above-mentioned results about bifurcation of limit cycles in Filippov systems, our result implies the occurrence of a cycle in the initial nonlinear system (1), rather than in its linearization given by (2)-(3). The linear system of (2)- (3) is considered as an example in which case we get same condition (4). Note, following di Bernardo et al [7] , a different equivalent strategy can be taken where bifurcation results in both impact systems and sweeping processes are derived from a general result for Filippov systems. The later strategy has been also offered earlier by Zhuravlev [23] and Ivanov [14] .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove our main result (Theorem 1) about bifurcation of limit cycles in hybrid system (5)-(6) from the origin which is a focus equilibrium of subsystem (5) . We consider parameter-independent vector fields in (5), but rather assume that the switching manifold is a function of the parameter ε and that the origin belongs to the switching boundary at ε = 0 (i.e. that H(0, 0, 0) = 0). To illustrate Theorem 1 a simple resonate-and-fire neuron model from Izhikevich [15] is considered. In di Bernardo et al [7] , the analysis of bifurcations of limit cycles from a boundary focus equilibrium in impact system (5)- (6) is converted into the analysis of the respective bifurcations in Filippov systems, but the approach of [7] uses state-dependence of the impact law (6) in an essential way.
Section 3 shows (Theorem 3) that bifurcation of limit cycles in Filippov system of type (1) from a boundary focus equilibrium, can be obtained as a corollary of Theorem 1. We note that throughout Section 3 we assume that vector fields in (1) don't depend on ε, but H does, which is equivalent to the setting (1). The linear part of (2)- (3) is considered in Section 3 as a benchmark to illustrate Theorem 3. Here we also enhance the known formula (4) by deriving a closed-form expression for the last inequality of (4) , that allows us to plot (4) in the a b , m -coordinate plane (Fig. 2 ).
An application of Theorem 1 to sweeping processes is given in Section 4. The properties similar to those of the Filippov sliding vector field are established for sliding along the boundary ∂C(ε) of the unilateral constraint C(ε) in Proposition 4 of Section 4. In particular, formula (42) introduces an equation of sliding along ∂C(ε) and formula (43) gives an equation for stationary point of sliding motion. Based on the properties discovered in Proposition 4, Theorem 3 establishes bifurcation of a finite-time stable limit cycle as ∂C(ε) collides with a focus equilibrium of the vector field f (x, y) g(x, t) of perturbed sweeping process.
Impacting systems
The change of the variables u(t) v(t) = 1 ε x y brings (5)-(6) to the form
We identify (u, v) and (u, v) T when it doesn't lead to a confusion. Along with system (7)- (8) we consider the following reduced system
Theorem 1 Assume that the equilibrium of (5) collides with the switching manifolds when ε = 0, i.e. f (0) = g(0) = H(0) = 0. Assume that the coordinates are rotated in such a way that H x (0) = 0 and H y (0) = 0. Assume that the vector field of (5) is tangent to the switching manifold at (A(ε), B(ε)), i.e., for all ε > 0,
Assume that the reduced system (9)-(10) admits a cycle (u 0 (t), v 0 (t)) with the initial condition
of exactly one impact per period. Let T 0 be the period of the cycle. If
then, for all ε > 0 sufficiently small, the impacting system (5)- (6) admits a finite-time stable limit cycle (x ε (t), y ε (t)) with the initial condition (x ε (0), y ε (0)) = (A(ε), B(ε)). Specifically, there exists
be the general solution of system (7). Introduce
Computing F (T, 0) we get
The value of B (0) can be found from (11) as
Therefore, F (T 0 , 0) = 0, and since
we have F t (T 0 , 0) = 0 by the first assumption of (12) . Therefore, the existence of T ε such that F (T ε , ε) = 0 follows by applying the Implicit Function Theorem, which in turn implies that (x ε (t), y ε (t)) is a cycle of (5)-(6).
To establish finite-time stability of (x ε (t), y ε (t)) we have to prove that (x ε (t), y ε (t)) reaches the switching manifold L = {(x, y) ∈ R 2 : H(x, y, ε) transversally (see also [19, Proposition 1] ). In other words, we have to show that
doesn't vanish for all ε > 0. Indeed, we have φ(0) = B (0)H y (0) = −H ε (0) = 0 by the second assumption of (12) .
The proof of the theorem is complete.
As an example we consider the following nonlinear model of a resonate-and-fire neuron from Izhikevich [15] :
where k > 0, M (0) = M (0) = 0, a < 0, and b > 0, so that the origin is a stable focus for subsystem (13) .
In what follows we check the assumptions of Theorem 1. The impact law (14) leads to
The condition (12) reduces to
To prove the existence of a cycle to the reduced system (9)- (10) and to check the condition (15), we compute P (A (0)) (i.e. P (−k)) for the Poincaré map P of linear system (9) induced by the
The linear system (9) corresponding to (13) is
Using that a solution of (16) is given by
we build the following solution of (16)
which verifies the property (u 0 (t 0 ), v 0 (t 0 )) = (−k, 1). It is impossible to find the intersection of solution (u 0 (t), v 0 (t)) with v = 1 explicitly, so we propose an explicit approach that relies on the observation that an intersection of any solution of (16) with u = 0 is computable explicitly.
Since arccot − a b ∈ π 2 , π , the first intersection of this solution with u = 0 occurs at bt = π 2 + π, which gives
. Now we assume that the intersection of (u 0 (t), v 0 (t)) with v = 1 occurs at some point u = r and use (17) to compute y * in terms of r. Specifically, using (17) we build a solution
which verifies (u 0 (t 0 ), v 0 (t 0 )) = (r, 1) . Since arccot(r) ∈ (0, π), the intersection of (u 0 (t), v 0 (t)) with u = 0, v < 0, must had occurred earlier at time bt = π 2 − π, which gives
for the respective point of intersection with u = 0. Now equaling y * and y * , observing that 1 sin(arccotα) = √ α 2 + 1, and taking the natural logarithm of both sides of the equality, one gets the following implicit formula for r :
. (18) By solving ψ (r) = 0 we conclude that ψ is increasing on r ≥ − a b and ψ(r) → ∞ as r → ∞. The
for any R > ψ − a b . Therefore, r satisfying (19) and (18) exists, if
In particular, (19) implies that (15) Our findings about the dynamics of (13)- (14) can now be summarized as follows. 20) , then for all ε > 0 sufficiently small, the impacting system (13)- (14) admits a finite-time stable limit cycle (x ε (t), y ε (t)) of one impact per period that shrinks to the origin as ε → 0.
Proposition 1
The region of parameters a b , k that satisfy the condition of Proposition 1 is plotted in Fig. 1 .
Finally, we formulate the following remark that simplifies assumption (12) of Theorem 1 in the situations that we are going to consider through the rest of the paper.
Remark 1 If the impact law (6) satisfies
then the first assumption of (12) reduces to
Filippov systems
In this section we consider the following Filippov system equivalent to (1)
where f i , g i , i = −1, 1, and H are smooth functions and ε > 0 is a parameter.
Proposition 2 Let the origin be an equilibrium of the "−"-subsystem of (23) and H(0) = 0. Let the coordinates be rotated so that H x (0) = 0 and H y (0) = 0. Assume that
and
Then, one can find r > 0 and ε 0 > 0 such that for any 0 < ε ≤ ε 0 there exists a unique point (A(ε), B(ε)) ∈ [−r, r] × [−r, r] which satisfies the property (21) . The following properties hold on top of (21):
1) The point (A(ε), B(ε)) satisfies
2) The point (A(ε), B(ε)) splits
into two parts
3) The Filippov equilibrium equation
(tangent to L by definition) points outwards L sliding .
5) If condition (28) holds, then any solution (x(t), y(t))
of (23) with the initial condition (x(0), y(0)) from the ((a(ε), b(ε)), (A(ε), B(ε)))-segment of L sliding , escapes from L sliding in finite time through the point (A(ε), B(ε)).
6) The solution (x(t), y(t)) of (23) with the initial condition (x(0),
immediately, in the sense that there exists ∆t such that t → (x(t), y(t)) verifies both the "−"-subsystem of (23) and (x(t), y(t)) ∈ L − , for all t ∈ (0, ∆t].
Proof. The existence, uniqueness, and continuous differentiability of (A(ε), B(ε)) satisfying (21) follow by applying the Implicit Function Theorem to the function
where we use that F (0) = 0 and det F AB (0) = 0 by the second of the assumptions of (24). Part 1. Formula (26) follows by computing the derivative of F (A(ε), B(ε), ε) = 0 at ε = 0.
Part 2. Follows from the uniqueness of (A(ε), B(ε)).
Part 3. The region L sliding is the region of sliding by the first of the assumptions of (24) . We define (a(ε), b(ε)) as the unique equilibrium of the sliding vector field of Filippov system (23). To prove the existence of such a unique equilibrium we apply the Implicit Function Theorem to the function
The determinant
doesn't vanish by (25) and the formula for the derivative of the implicit function
yields (27).
Part 4.
Conditions (26) and (27) imply that A(ε)a(ε) = 0 for all ε > 0 sufficiently small. Case I: λ (0) < 0, which combined with (28) gives
Furthermore, λ (0) < 0 implies that (a(ε), b(ε)) ∈ L sliding for all ε > 0 sufficiently small. Sub-case 1: Part 6. This is a standard property, see e.g. Filippov [10, §19] .
The proof of the proposition is complete.
Combining Theorem 1 (where we view the "−"-subsystem of (23) as system (5)), Remark 1, and Proposition 2, we arrive to the following result about limit cycles of Filippov system (23).
Theorem 2 Let the origin be an equilibrium of the "−"-subsystem of (23) and H(0) = 0. Let the coordinates be rotated so that H x (0) = 0 and H y (0) = 0. Let the assumptions (24), (25), and (28) of Proposition 2 hold with (A (0), B (0)) and (a (0), b (0), λ (0)) given by (26) and (27) respectively. Assume that the reduced system (9)- (10) with (f, g) replaced by (f − , g − ) admits a cycle (u 0 (t), v 0 (t)) with the initial condition (u 0 (0), v 0 (0)) = (A (0), B (0)) of exactly one impact per period. Let T 0 be the period of the cycle. If
then for all ε > 0 sufficiently small, the Filippov system (23) admits a finite-time stable stick-slip limit cycle (x ε (t), y ε (t)) → 0 as ε → 0.
Proof. Let (x ε (t), y ε (t)) be the solution of (23) with the initial condition (x ε (0), y ε (0)) = (A(ε), B(ε)) as defined in Theorem 1. To prove the theorem it is sufficient to observe that condition (31) implies that (x ε (T ε ), y ε (T ε )) belongs to t the ((a(ε), b(ε)), (A(ε), B(ε)))-segment of L sliding as defined in Proposition 2, so that the map (6) is well defined on L in the neighborhood of (x ε (T ε ), y ε (T ε )).
As an example, we consider the following Filippov system
where a, b > 0, m ∈ R, and K, M are any C 2 function such that
In what follows we check the assumptions of Theorem 3. Assumptions (24) and (25) 
which gives
for the left-hand-side of (28). Therefore, assumption (28) always holds.
To prove the existence of a cycle to the reduced system (9)- (10) and to check the condition (31), we have to compute r = P (A (0)) = P − a b . But the same quantity r = P (−k) has been already computed in the example of Section 2. Therefore, to obtain the formula for r we simply need to replace k by a b in formula (18) of Section 2 getting
The graph of the implicit equation (35) is given in Fig. 2 left, from which we conclude that the solution (u 0 (t), v 0 (t)) returns back to the cross-section v = 1 at the value r a b
which increases monotonically with a b . To summarize, the requirement of Theorem 3 about the existence of a cycle to the reduced system (9)-(10) holds. Our goal now is to establish (31).
Based on (34), the property λ (0) > 0 is equivalent to Therefore, if (36) is satisfied, then the assumption (31) of Theorem 3 holds. Let us consider
In this case assumption (31) takes the form
Since r → − a b arccot(r) + 1 2 ln(1 + r 2 ) is a monotonically increasing function, we can combine the later inequality with (35) to obtain
We arrive to the following corollary of Theorem 3. 
Sweeping processes
Consider a perturbed sweeping process
where
is a nonempty convex closed time-independent set, for all ε ≥ 0. We will assume that f and g are C 1 globally Lipschitz functions, so that for any initial condition (x 0 , y 0 ) ∈ C(ε), the sweeping process (39) admits a unique forward solution (x(t), y(t)) ∈ C(ε) with the initial condition (x(0), y(0)) = (x 0 , y 0 ), that satisfies the differential inclusion (39) for a.a. t ≥ 0 (Edmond-Thibault [9, Theorem 1] ). According to the definition of the solution (x(t), y(t)),
Proposition 4 Let the origin be an equilibrium of the subsystem (40) and H(0) = 0. Let the coordinates be rotated so that H x (0) = 0 and H y (0) = 0. Assume that
Then, there exist r > 0 and ε 0 > 0 such that for any 0 < ε ≤ ε 0 there exists a unique point 
. (42) c) The equation
for the equilibrium of (42) possesses a unique solution (a(ε), b(ε), λ(ε)) on L with
Proof. Part 1 and Part 2. Same proof as in Proposition 2, where the second of the assumptions of (41) is used. doesn't vanish by the first assumption of (41) and the formula (29) for the derivative of the implicit function yields (44).
Part 4 and Part 5. Same proof as in Proposition 2. In particular, the construction (43) implies that (a(ε), b(ε)) ∈ L sliding for all ε > 0 sufficiently small, if λ (0) < 0, and (a(ε), b(ε)) ∈ L crossing for all ε > 0 sufficiently small, if λ (0) > 0.
Part 6. Let (x(t), y(t)) be the solution of (40) with the initial condition (x(0), y(0)) = (A(ε), B(ε)). By the definition of (A(ε), B(ε)), there exists ∆t > 0 such that H(x(t), y(t), ε) < 0 for all t ∈ (0, ∆t]. Therefore, (x(t), y(t)) is the solution of (39) on (0, ∆t]. Therefore, (x(t), y(t)) is the solution of (39) on [0, ∆t], because the definition of the solution (39) requires the validity of (39) for (x(t), y(t)) in a.a. time instances t only.
Combining Theorem 1 (where we view the "−"-subsystem of (23) as system (5)) and Proposition 2, we arrive to the following result about limit cycles of Filippov system (23).
Theorem 3 Let the origin be an equilibrium of the subsystem of (40) and H(0) = 0. Assume that the coordinates are rotated so that H x (0) = 0 and H y (0) = 0. Let the assumption (28) of Proposition 2 hold with (A (0), B (0)) and (a (0), b (0), λ (0)) given by (26) and (44) respectively. Let the assumption (41) of Proposition 4 holds. Finally, assume that the reduced system (9)-(10) admits a cycle (u 0 (t), v 0 (t)) with the initial condition (u 0 (0), v 0 (0)) = (A (0), B (0)) of exactly one impact per period. Let T 0 be the period of the cycle. If (31) holds then for all ε > 0 sufficiently small, the sweeping process (39) admits a finite-time stable stick-slip limit cycle (x ε (t), y ε (t)) → 0 as ε → 0.
To illustrate the theorem we will build upon computations from the example of Section 3 and consider the following sweeping process 
where C is any compact convex set or an r-prox regular whose boundary ∂C contains the origin and ∂C = (x, y) ∈ R 2 : H(x, y) = 0 in the neighborhood of the origin,
where H is C 1 -function such that H xy (0, 0) = 0 1 , see Fig. 3 .
In order to adopt computations of the Example of Section 3 we only have to replace (a (0), b (0), λ (0)) of (27) then for all ε > 0 sufficiently small, the sweeping process (46) admits a finite-time stable stick-slip limit cycle (x ε (t), y ε (t)) that shrinks to the origin as ε → 0.
Conclusions
The results of this paper complement the available literature in various ways. First of all, our theorem on bifurcation of limit cycles from a boundary equilibrium of an impacting system turned out to be applicable in the case of a stable focus, thus giving a proof for the occurrence of spiking oscillations in a simple resonate-and-fire model.
Even though studies on bifurcation of limit cycle from a focus boundary equilibrium in Filippov systems are extensively available, our approach establishes the occurrence of limit cycles in the initial Filippov system, rather than in its reduced normal form.
Perhaps most importantly, this paper offers the first ever result on bifurcation of limit cycles in sweeping processes, in which analysis we derived an equation of sliding along the boundary of an unilateral constraint and observed that the action of the unilateral constraint is equivalent to an action of an orthogonal vector field pointing towards the unilateral constraint from the outside.
